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No More Going

To Fadouah to buy a nice Christmas present for your family: buy it at home.

HOLIDAY GOODS

At Lemon's Drug Store.

Now is the time

To visit Lemon's Drug Store and examine his new line of beautiful Holiday Goods.

With 80 years' experience he knows how to buy goods to suit the trade.

Think of it!

Pillow's (12 in. wide, 15.50 each) Gibson's (6 in. wide, 9.00) Balm's History of England in Volumes (9.50 each) P.A. Affleck's (Patterson) in 2 vols., 4 $1.00 a set Washington and his Marvels in 4 vols., 1 illus., 3 $1.00 a set.

25 Dollar Deals

There never was a finer selection of China, Bisque, Dressed and Indestructible Doll brought to this market. Everybody wants to buy a new doll, and don't buy until you can see this beautiful line of choice dolls.

The prices run from 50c to $1.20 each.

Albums: Photo & Autograph

When an Album is wanted it must be of the latest pattern. We can suit, at prices from 25c to $2.50. No present is so much appreciated as a nice Album.

Accordances

Our line of Accordances and musical instruments are low and in the reach of everyone. Call and examine them.

Puff boxes, Tooty Soaps, Fine Stationary and everything usually kept in a first class drug store, can be found at

LEMON'S DRUG STORE

Puffs, Toasters, Toilet Soaps, Fine Stationery and everything usually kept in a first class drug store, can be found at

LEMON'S DRUG STORE

Benton, Kentucky.
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Write to us.

There is no such expression as "sinless perfection," no such condition or experience attainable by any man for the life time, which is not subject to modification.

The subject of "sinless perfection," is just as much a fiction as many others which we have been taught to believe, and which we now see represented in various forms, as a sort of true or almost true picture of God, and which we are told is what man may attain in this world or in the life to come.

The expression, "sinless perfection," is not in itself a sin, but it is an expression, and as such, is equally misleading such an expression as "the perfection of spiritual truth," "the perfection of spiritual life," etc.

All have sinned, and all need the grace of God to save them from the sins they have committed.
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Do You Know

That the Boston jail won’t hold

That there will be plenty enough

That winter time, wine, and water

That T. K. Woolard was elected

That the court in the courthouse

That there is some fall of keeper

That a new depot at Harrods

That the remains of a Hoax

That it will be a little ignorance

That Ms. Hove sells the milk

That a law will take him

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman
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To a pretty woman
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To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman
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To a pretty woman
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To a pretty woman
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To a pretty woman
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To a pretty woman
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To a pretty woman
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To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line

To a pretty woman

To a picture in his line
GATHERED BY OUR REGULAR CORRESPONDENTS:
The same subject some weeks ago.

Gathered by our regular correspondents is the fact that the same subject has been discussed recently.

The annual message would shortly be delivered, and it is expected to be notable for its emphasis on the wellfare of corporations, which was first recognized in the early days of the nation's history. The Senate will hold a committee of the whole for the consideration of the bill admitting the State of Kansas to the Union, as they did last week, in order to put the government in a position to act upon it, as they did last week, it is said. Representative Bryan, of Illinois, has not abandoned hope that his bill will pass, and the House has asked that it be referred to a committee of the whole for further consideration. The Senate has voted 34 to 3 against filibustering to prevent a vote upon it, as they did last week.

Mr. WILSON is indifferent to the issue of the day, and Mr. BLEIZE regards his cure as simply a matter of convenience. He kept on taking the medicine, and he says that he has had an easy time. His health has been restored.
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